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A FORM OF EQUATION OF MOTION 
.. OF A MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

DO SANH 
Hanoi Technology University 

The one of important problems of dynamics of a niultibody system is .to establish automatically 
the equations of motion. In the present work it is constructed a form 'of equations of motion, which 
is useful for programming th,e problem of a multibody system, especially for applying the symbolic 
method in the automatical establishment of equations of motion of a multibody system. 

§1. A FORM OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF A MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

Let us consider a holonomic mechanical system of n degrees of freedom. Denote the generalized 
coordinates of the considered system by q; (i = 1, n). Suppose that the considered system has the 
matrix of inertia A_, which is an n X n positive define symmetric matrix. The elements of this· 
matrix depend on the generalized coordinates, i.e. 

(1.1) 

where q is an n X 1 column matrix, which has the elements to be the generalized coordinates. The 
expres;j_on of the kinetic energy can be written in the foi-m: 

T l.T A . = -q ·_·q 
2- -

(1.2) 

where q is the n X 1 column matrix of generalized velocities; qT is the transpose of the matrix of 
fuj,~. -

(1.3) 

Denote the generalized forces of applied forces by Q;(t, q;, q;) (i = 1, n) and Q is the column 
matrix: 

To write the equations of motion we can use the equations of Lagrange of second kind: 

From these equations we have found the form of equations of motion, that is, 

A·§+ci'·D·<i =Q 
- - -0 -

where _2.* is the n x n2 matrix, 

. [~ 
<i2 <ia <in 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 <it 42 <ia <in 0 0 0 

q = . - . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 <it 42 <ia 
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(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(l.Jl) 

(1.7) 



4.~ is the 1 x n2 matrix, 

i~ = (q, 42 43 {1.8) 

Note that q* is an n X n2 line diagonal matrix, that is the diagonal matrix, the elements of 
the principal di;.gonal are the line matrix qT, the remains- are equal to zero, D(i) is an n2 X n2 

matrix, which is defined directly from the matrix of inertia .1. 
By this way, the equations of motion of a mechanical system are established by the help of only 

the matrix of inertia .1 and the matrix Q of generalized forces. It is evident that the obtained form 
of equations of motion will be usefully applied for the finding automatically the equations of motion 
of a multi body system by using the programming such as the Maple or Maxima programming, etc ... 

§2. EXAMPLES 

For the aim of illustration let us consider some following examples. 

Example 1. 
The physical pendulum is suspended from a slider as shown in Fig. 1. The slider has the 

mass of m, and is jointed with the frame of the ground by the spring of stiffness c. The physical 
pendulum has the mass of m and the moment of inertia about its mass center C of I {OC = a). 
Write the equations of motion of the pendulum. 

Fig.1 

Let us denote the generalized coordinates of the system by q, and q2 • The matrix of inertia 
of the considered system will be: 

A= [ m, +roo 
- 1n2 a cos q2 

QT = [- cq,, -m,gasin q2] 

D=[~ -m,~sinq2 ·~ 
- 0 0 0 

0 0 -0.5m,a sin q2 

0 ] O· 
O.Sm2~ sin q2 

Applying {1.6) we obtain the equations of motion 

(m, + m,)q, + m,acosq2q2- m2asinq2qi = -cq, 
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Example 2 
Write the equation of motion of a hammer crush machine, shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a 

disk and a physical pendulum. The disk is of the radius R and the m()mellt. ofinertia I, about the 
rotation axis 0. The physical pendulum.has the mass of m2 and the moment of inertia about the
m.;.s c~nter C of I, (AC = e). 

r 
0 

Fig.2 

The moment acts on the disk .M. Let us denote the generalized coordinates of the system by 
q, and q2, where the q, - is the rotation angle of the disk and the q2 is the rotation angle of the 
pendulum with respect to the disk. The matrix of inertia A of the considered system will have the 
form: 

[

I,+ I,+ m2(e2 + r" + 2ercoa q2) 
A= 

I2 + m,(e2 + ercos q2) 

I2 + m,(e2 + ercosq2)] 

I2 + Tl12•2 

The 2 x 1 matrix Q of generalized forces is: 

QT = [.M- m2g(rsinq1 + esin(q,- q2)), -m,gesin(q, + q2)] 

And the 4 x 4 matrix D will take the form: 

0 
0 

fn2ersin qz 
-O.Sm2er sin q2 

Hence, we are obtained the equations of motion: 

[I, + I2 + m,(e2 + r2 + 2ercos q2)jq, + [I2 + m,(e2 + ercos q2))q2 

- 2m,ersin q2q1q2 - m2ersin q2q~ = .M - m,g(rsin q, + e sin(q, - q2)] 

[I2 + m,(e2 + ercosq,)]iit +(I,+ Tl12•2)ii2 + m2ersinq2f, = -m,gesin(q, + q2) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The discovered form of equations of motion allows us to write the equations of inotion of a 
mechanical system with the help of only the matrix of inertia of mechanical system and the matrix 
of generalized forces. It is important for writing the equations of motion of a multibody system. 

This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Pro
gram Natural Sciences. 
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MQT D~NG e1:l"A PHUaNG TRINH cHUYEN :PQNG cuA H~ ca HQC 

Trong ,bai nay da d>ra ra mi/t d~ng phlrong trlnh chuyEn dqng thkh h9'P cho vi~c thil!t I~p 
tv dqng cOic ph>rong trlnh chuy~n dqng cda m9t h~ co hgc n6i chung va co h~ nhi~u v~t n6i rieng 
tren may tinh ca nhan. D~ vil!t ph1rong trlnh chuy<ln dqng cda mqt co h~ chi ch bie't rna tr~n 
quan tfnh cda co h~ va cac lvc suy rqng cda co h~. D¥: bi~t d~g ph>rong trlnh neu tren d>rg-c stlc 
dv:ng rO:t c6 hi~u qua khi sd- dv:ng cac phh m~m nh>r Ch1r0ng trlnh Maple, Ch>rong trlnh Maxima 
d~ thigt l~p phlrong trlnh chuy~n dc?ng cda co h~ mgt chl trv:·c tie'p blng cac bi~u thl1-c chii·. 

FREE CONVECTION FLOW IN A VERTICAL THIN CYLINDER ... 
(titp trang 44) 
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CHUYEN DQNG DOl LUU NHI~T CUA CHAT LONG 
QUY LU!T MU TRONG ld:NH TRV MONG TH.ANG DUNG 

va1 CHIEU cAo Hfru H~N 

Xet chuy~n dqng dgi l1rn nhi~t ella cMt Mng quy lu~t mii trong kenh trv. mdng .thing d11-ng c6 
chil!u cao hiru h~ v6i nhi~t d9 a thauh ngoa.i cho tm&c. Bai toan d>rg-c gil..i bllng phuong phap 
sai phin hiru hfn. Kdt qui tfnh toan dll'vc so s3.nh v6i nghi~m ti~m c~n. Di du-a ra di~u ki~n d~ 
bd qua bl! day thauh kenh. 
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